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YahapalanayaYahapalanaya’s Promise of’s Promise of
Reconciliation: Merely a Means,Reconciliation: Merely a Means,
Not an End?Not an End?
Pradeep PeirisPradeep Peiris


hehe Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime is said to be well on its regime is said to be well on its
 way  way towards achieving its promise of recon-towards achieving its promise of recon-
ciliation. Te recent commendation of theciliation. Te recent commendation of the
government’s reconciliation process by Mr.government’s reconciliation process by Mr.

Ban Ki-moon, the Secretary General of Ban Ki-moon, the Secretary General of the United Nations,the United Nations,
confirms that the international community too shares thisconfirms that the international community too shares this
optimism. It is said that this reconciliation process wouldoptimism. It is said that this reconciliation process would
not only attempt to address socio-economic and ponot only attempt to address socio-economic and politicallitical
grievances of the affected parties, but also investigate the wargrievances of the affected parties, but also investigate the war
crimes and large scale human rights violations that allegedlycrimes and large scale human rights violations that allegedly
took place during took place during the last phase of the last phase of the war. Furthermthe war. Furthermore, thisore, this
reconciliation process promises to reformulate a new socialreconciliation process promises to reformulate a new social
contract with a new Constitution supposedly reflecting thecontract with a new Constitution supposedly reflecting the
multicultural character of Sri Lankan society. Tat was alsomulticultural character of Sri Lankan society. Tat was also
 what the leaders of the what the leaders of the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime, in the wake of regime, in the wake of
their electoral victory, promised about one and their electoral victory, promised about one and a half yearsa half years
ago.ago.

Te current narrative of the Te current narrative of the government media unit andgovernment media unit and
the work of peace lobbyists have generated a great deal ofthe work of peace lobbyists have generated a great deal of
optimism about the imminence of reconciliation in theoptimism about the imminence of reconciliation in the
countrycountry. Contrary to . Contrary to this optimism, in this this optimism, in this essayessay, I argue , I argue thatthat
thethe Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime has neither the necessary political regime has neither the necessary political
capital nor the strategic vision needed for a capital nor the strategic vision needed for a radical restruc-radical restruc-
turing of the state that is required to make this promise ofturing of the state that is required to make this promise of
reconciliation a realityreconciliation a reality. . As was the case with all previousAs was the case with all previous
reconciliation efforts, this attempt would also be added reconciliation efforts, this attempt would also be added toto
the list of ‘lost opportunities.’ Te peculiar and the list of ‘lost opportunities.’ Te peculiar and fragile powerfragile power
constellation, specifically the power triangle constellation, specifically the power triangle of Presidentof President
Maithripala Sirisena, Prime Minister Ranil Maithripala Sirisena, Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe,Wickremesinghe,
and Former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, will soon renderand Former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, will soon render
the theme reconciliation a suitable terrain for political battle.the theme reconciliation a suitable terrain for political battle.
Terefore, the main aim of this essay is to highlight the limitsTerefore, the main aim of this essay is to highlight the limits
of theof the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime’ regime’s capacity to deliver s capacity to deliver on the radicalon the radical
democratic reform that it has promised. It also aims to urgedemocratic reform that it has promised. It also aims to urge
those striving for reconciliation in the country to sustain thethose striving for reconciliation in the country to sustain the
reconciliation agenda independently of reconciliation agenda independently of the Sirisena-the Sirisena-Wick-Wick-
remesinghe agenda. For theremesinghe agenda. For the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime, in my mind, regime, in my mind,
reconciliation could only be a means through which they aimreconciliation could only be a means through which they aim
to achieve their political ends.to achieve their political ends.

Limited but Limited but Commendable Progress towardsCommendable Progress towards
ReconciliationReconciliation

Te January 2015 Presidential election opened up muchTe January 2015 Presidential election opened up much
needed democratic space needed democratic space in the country. Since then, thein the country. Since then, the
government has taken many positive steps to government has taken many positive steps to improve theimprove the
Rule of Law, democratic governance, and especially eth-Rule of Law, democratic governance, and especially eth-
nic relations. A survey nic relations. A survey conducted by the Social Scientists’conducted by the Social Scientists’
 Association in Jun Association in June 2015, for example, revealed that 72e 2015, for example, revealed that 72%%
of Sri Lankans believe that ethnic of Sri Lankans believe that ethnic relations under the newrelations under the new
president will improve or will at president will improve or will at least remain the same (Socialleast remain the same (Social
Scientists’ Association 2015). Although the way it was passedScientists’ Association 2015). Although the way it was passed
in Parliament – either with inducement or through coercionin Parliament – either with inducement or through coercion
- was undoubtedly problematic, the 19- was undoubtedly problematic, the 19thth Amendment to the Amendment to the
constitution was surely a major step constitution was surely a major step towards establishingtowards establishing
democratic governance in the Island. Tis important amend-democratic governance in the Island. Tis important amend-
ment promised to function as a check on the ment promised to function as a check on the powers of pol-powers of pol-
iticians through the implementation of various independentiticians through the implementation of various independent
commissions. Singing the national anthem in both commissions. Singing the national anthem in both SinhalaSinhala
and and amil has been amil has been something unimaginable in the something unimaginable in the past, butpast, but
it was successfully it was successfully implemented by the implemented by the Sirisena-Sirisena-Wickremes-Wickremes-
inghe government. Te curtailment of racist inghe government. Te curtailment of racist propaganda bypropaganda by
various chauvinistic groups has opened up space for commu-various chauvinistic groups has opened up space for commu-
nities to engage with nities to engage with each other freelyeach other freely. Apart from all . Apart from all of this,of this,
the review of High Security Zones (HSZ) and the release ofthe review of High Security Zones (HSZ) and the release of
some of the lands to original owners, the implementationsome of the lands to original owners, the implementation
of various bilingual language policies, the introduction ofof various bilingual language policies, the introduction of
the Right to the Right to Information Act and most recentlyInformation Act and most recently, the estab-, the estab-
lishment of an Office olishment of an Office on Missing Persons (OMP) are clearlyn Missing Persons (OMP) are clearly
major steps that themajor steps that the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime has taken towards regime has taken towards
reconciliation in the country. In comparison to the wayreconciliation in the country. In comparison to the way
things were during the Rajapaksa regime, these small stepsthings were during the Rajapaksa regime, these small steps
are quite remarkable achievements as far as democratic peaceare quite remarkable achievements as far as democratic peace
in this country is concerned. Terefore, the excitement,in this country is concerned. Terefore, the excitement,
optimism and, at times, optimism and, at times, even triumphalism emanating fromeven triumphalism emanating from
peace lobbyists and the international community about thepeace lobbyists and the international community about the
new found impetus for reconciliation is completely under-new found impetus for reconciliation is completely under-
standable.standable.

It must be kept in It must be kept in mind, howevermind, however, that it was , that it was the issuethe issue
of corruption and not reconciliation that formed the mainof corruption and not reconciliation that formed the main
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plank of Maithripala Sirisena’plank of Maithripala Sirisena’s electoral s electoral platform to challengeplatform to challenge
former President Rajapaksa. In spite of this, on taking officeformer President Rajapaksa. In spite of this, on taking office
the new government announced that reconciliation in thethe new government announced that reconciliation in the
country was its highest country was its highest prioritypriority. For example, in his . For example, in his addressaddress
to the nation to mark the 67to the nation to mark the 67thth anniversary of Independence, anniversary of Independence,
President Sirisena vowed ‘to end Sri Lanka’s pariah status byPresident Sirisena vowed ‘to end Sri Lanka’s pariah status by
 working with the UN an working with the UN and [delivering on its] promise [ofd [delivering on its] promise [of ]]
national reconciliation’ (national reconciliation’ (Te Sunday imes Te Sunday imes 2015). 2015). FollowingFollowing
the parliamentary election victory in August 2015, the newthe parliamentary election victory in August 2015, the new
government made a significant foreign policy shift and decid-government made a significant foreign policy shift and decid-
ed to co-sponsor the draft resolution (A/HRC/30/L.29) ti-ed to co-sponsor the draft resolution (A/HRC/30/L.29) ti-
tledtled Promoting reconciliatiPromoting reconciliation, accountability and on, accountability and human rightshuman rights
in Sri Lanka in Sri Lanka . Having co-sponsored the . Having co-sponsored the resolution, Primeresolution, Prime
Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe reiterated his coMinister Ranil Wickremesinghe reiterated his commitmentmmitment
to reconciliation and a new constitution with radical reforms.to reconciliation and a new constitution with radical reforms.
 Ajith Kuma Ajith Kumar Singh of the Institute for Conflict Mr Singh of the Institute for Conflict Managementanagement
reported on the plan proposed by the Prime Minister forreported on the plan proposed by the Prime Minister for
reconciliation in Sri Lanka. He states that:reconciliation in Sri Lanka. He states that:

… a special Judicial Commission, the “Office of the… a special Judicial Commission, the “Office of the
Special Counsel”, subject to local Special Counsel”, subject to local laws and regulations,laws and regulations,
[which] would be set up to investigate allegations of[which] would be set up to investigate allegations of
human rights violations and promote human rights violations and promote reconciliationreconciliation
and accountability: “We will certainly obtain help notand accountability: “We will certainly obtain help not
only from Sri Lankans but Commonwealth and foreignonly from Sri Lankans but Commonwealth and foreign
 judges and lawyers… But it w judges and lawyers… But it will have to be carried outill have to be carried out
under the Sri under the Sri Lankan Constitution.” (2015)Lankan Constitution.” (2015)

Delivering a lecture at the Delivering a lecture at the National UNational University of Singa-niversity of Singa-
pore, Minister of pore, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mangala Samaraweera,Foreign Affairs, Mangala Samaraweera,
claimed that the new claimed that the new Constitution envisages “addressinConstitution envisages “addressing theg the
needs of all cneeds of all citizens and communities while allowing greateritizens and communities while allowing greater
participation for the public in decision-making processesparticipation for the public in decision-making processes
relating to matters in their relating to matters in their respective areas” (2015). Elaborat-respective areas” (2015). Elaborat-
ing further, he went on to say that ing further, he went on to say that the “new Constitution willthe “new Constitution will
include a Bill of Rights that takes into account not only civilinclude a Bill of Rights that takes into account not only civil
and political rights but economic, social and cultural rights asand political rights but economic, social and cultural rights as
 well” (Ibid).  well” (Ibid). Terefore, it is clear that both the reconciliatTerefore, it is clear that both the reconciliationion
process and the constitutional reform process that theprocess and the constitutional reform process that the Yaha-Yaha-
 palana  palana  regime has promised essentially necessitate a radical regime has promised essentially necessitate a radical
restructuring of the Sri Lankan state.restructuring of the Sri Lankan state.

Economic reforms seem to be the third major policyEconomic reforms seem to be the third major policy
priority of thepriority of the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime. Speaking in  regime. Speaking in ParliamParliamentent
on November 5, 2015, the Prime Minister said that theon November 5, 2015, the Prime Minister said that the
proposed economic reforms would foster a “knowledge basedproposed economic reforms would foster a “knowledge based
Social Market Economy built on social Social Market Economy built on social justice principles”justice principles”
(Wickremesinghe 2015). Despite many pro-poor-adjectives,(Wickremesinghe 2015). Despite many pro-poor-adjectives,
 Wickremesinghe Wickremesinghe’’s economic policy bore all the hallmarks ofs economic policy bore all the hallmarks of
a neo-liberal economic platforma neo-liberal economic platform11. Terefore, it is clear that. Terefore, it is clear that
ransitional Justice, constitutional ransitional Justice, constitutional reform, and reform, and economiceconomic
reform are the main policy pathways through which reform are the main policy pathways through which thisthis
government aims to reach the goal of ‘reconciliation and de-government aims to reach the goal of ‘reconciliation and de-
velopment’. It also seems clear that these policy pathways arevelopment’. It also seems clear that these policy pathways are
 what the current regim what the current regime considers to be essential for the longe considers to be essential for the long
term stabilityterm stability, development and , development and prosperity of the prosperity of the countrycountry..

Despite these positive achievements however, it would beDespite these positive achievements however, it would be
difficult to use them as a yardstick for evaluating this govern-difficult to use them as a yardstick for evaluating this govern-

ment’ment’s will or s will or capacity to meaningfully deliver on its capacity to meaningfully deliver on its promisepromise
of achieving reconciliation. Ending the ethnic conflict in theof achieving reconciliation. Ending the ethnic conflict in the
country and facilitating reconciliation is no easy task for onecountry and facilitating reconciliation is no easy task for one
regime within one term. Te long years of mutual distrustregime within one term. Te long years of mutual distrust
and violence as well as the ending of civil war through aand violence as well as the ending of civil war through a
zero-sum military victory poses unique challenges to Srizero-sum military victory poses unique challenges to Sri
Lanka that other countries have not faced in their reconcil-Lanka that other countries have not faced in their reconcil-
iation processes. Although the military victory ended nearlyiation processes. Although the military victory ended nearly
30 years of overt military action, it has made peace a 30 years of overt military action, it has made peace a distantdistant
dream. oday, Sri Lanka does not have a mutually bindingdream. oday, Sri Lanka does not have a mutually binding
peace agreement between parties, and the way the war endedpeace agreement between parties, and the way the war ended
created a particular psychology of victor and vanquishedcreated a particular psychology of victor and vanquished
along ethno-nationalist terms (Uyangoda 2016). along ethno-nationalist terms (Uyangoda 2016). Terefore,Terefore,
a successful reconciliation effort needs political work that ex-a successful reconciliation effort needs political work that ex-
tends beyond fixing institutions and implementing policies.tends beyond fixing institutions and implementing policies.
Given its track record over the past one and half years, thereGiven its track record over the past one and half years, there
are also uncertainties are also uncertainties about this government’about this government’s capacity s capacity andand
political will to advance and sustain this kind of a radicalpolitical will to advance and sustain this kind of a radical
reform project.reform project.

 As a result, it would also be too optimistic for one to read As a result, it would also be too optimistic for one to read
these seemingly progressive steps as these seemingly progressive steps as harbingers of imminentharbingers of imminent
reconciliation. In the following sections, this essay will exam-reconciliation. In the following sections, this essay will exam-
ine the current political capital, will, and grassroots supportine the current political capital, will, and grassroots support
base of thebase of the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime that are preconditions – as I regime that are preconditions – as I
 would like to argue - for achieving the kind of meanin would like to argue - for achieving the kind of meaningfulgful
reconciliation that is envisioned by thereconciliation that is envisioned by the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime. regime.

Instability Despite a Parliamentary Majority Instability Despite a Parliamentary Majority 

In terms of numbers, theIn terms of numbers, the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime enjoys a two- regime enjoys a two-
thirds majority in Parliament. However, the United Nationalthirds majority in Parliament. However, the United National
Front for Good Governance (UNFGG) only managed toFront for Good Governance (UNFGG) only managed to
 win 106 seats at the A win 106 seats at the August 2015 election. Te governinugust 2015 election. Te governingg
coalition managed to secure coalition managed to secure a two-thirds majority onlya two-thirds majority only
after the United People’s Freedom Alliance (UPFA) – underafter the United People’s Freedom Alliance (UPFA) – under
President SirisenaPresident Sirisena’’s directives - s directives - agreed to agreed to form a broaderform a broader
coalition. However, only 49 MPs out of the 95 UPFA MPscoalition. However, only 49 MPs out of the 95 UPFA MPs
extended allegiance to the extended allegiance to the government, while the remain-government, while the remain-
ing 46 decided to ing 46 decided to function independently in Parliament asfunction independently in Parliament as
a so-called a so-called ‘Joint Opposition‘Joint Opposition’. Interestingly’. Interestingly, a , a significantsignificant
majority of the UPFA MPs who joined the President to formmajority of the UPFA MPs who joined the President to form
the broader coalition had in fact campaigned for Mahindathe broader coalition had in fact campaigned for Mahinda
Rajapaksa at the Presidential election. During that time, theyRajapaksa at the Presidential election. During that time, they
not only criticized the common candidate and thenot only criticized the common candidate and the Yahapala-Yahapala-
na na  manifesto, but they also actively took part in the Sinhala manifesto, but they also actively took part in the Sinhala
nationalist propaganda of Rajapaksa. Many of them werenationalist propaganda of Rajapaksa. Many of them were
at least beneficiaries of, if not collaborators with, the largeat least beneficiaries of, if not collaborators with, the large
scale corruption that took place under the patronage of scale corruption that took place under the patronage of thethe
previous regime (Weerarathne, 2016). Terefore, the currentprevious regime (Weerarathne, 2016). Terefore, the current
support of UPFA’s Sirisena loyalists to thesupport of UPFA’s Sirisena loyalists to the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime regime
is primarily founded on their is primarily founded on their self-interest rather than anyself-interest rather than any
principled commitment to a common ideological pro-principled commitment to a common ideological pro-
gramme. In such a context, the lifespan and current numeri-gramme. In such a context, the lifespan and current numeri-
cal strength of the cal strength of the incumbent government will be subject toincumbent government will be subject to
its ability to maintain a particular kind of politics that makesits ability to maintain a particular kind of politics that makes
the cost of leaving the coalition unacceptably high for thosethe cost of leaving the coalition unacceptably high for those
non-UNFGG MPs.non-UNFGG MPs.
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Having secured a spectacular electoral victory with theHaving secured a spectacular electoral victory with the
support of support of the United National Party (UNP), the Presidentthe United National Party (UNP), the President
stumbled into a quagmire when he accepted the leadershipstumbled into a quagmire when he accepted the leadership
of the of the Sri Lanka Freedom Party(SLFP), the main constituentSri Lanka Freedom Party(SLFP), the main constituent
party of the party of the UPFAUPFA. Since then he . Since then he has had to battle has had to battle with Ma-with Ma-
hinda Rajapaksa for control over the SLFP despite his execu-hinda Rajapaksa for control over the SLFP despite his execu-
tive powers. Tis is by no means an easy task. Te tive powers. Tis is by no means an easy task. Te SLFP hasSLFP has
become a party of the Rajapaksas over the past 10 years. Inbecome a party of the Rajapaksas over the past 10 years. In
addition, President Sirisena is in a peculiar situation as addition, President Sirisena is in a peculiar situation as he hashe has
to challenge the Rajapaksa hegemony within the party whileto challenge the Rajapaksa hegemony within the party while
remaining in coalition with the SLFP’s main electoral rival,remaining in coalition with the SLFP’s main electoral rival,
the UNP. So far, his ‘carrot and stick’ strategy has proven tothe UNP. So far, his ‘carrot and stick’ strategy has proven to
be successful in winning over at be successful in winning over at least half of the least half of the SLFP MPs.SLFP MPs.
HoweverHowever, the allegiance of , the allegiance of 49 SLFP MPs is not necessarily a49 SLFP MPs is not necessarily a
clear sign of his ability to control the party. His decision toclear sign of his ability to control the party. His decision to
postpone local government elections, which were to be heldpostpone local government elections, which were to be held
in 2015 and 2016, by a in 2015 and 2016, by a yearyear, indicates that the , indicates that the President isPresident is
still unsure of the allegiance still unsure of the allegiance of the SLFP’s middle and low-of the SLFP’s middle and low-
er-level leadership. er-level leadership. o lead o lead both theboth the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime and regime and
the SLFP at the the SLFP at the same time, President Sirisena will either havesame time, President Sirisena will either have
to win the SLFP grassroots leadership or force Rajapaksa toto win the SLFP grassroots leadership or force Rajapaksa to
give up his quest for influence in the party and pogive up his quest for influence in the party and politics. It islitics. It is
clear that, for Rajapaksa, leaving politics is not an clear that, for Rajapaksa, leaving politics is not an easy optioneasy option
given the numerous corruption and given the numerous corruption and criminal allegationscriminal allegations
against him and against him and his familyhis family. Terefore, the . Terefore, the Sirisena-RajapaksaSirisena-Rajapaksa
battle is unlikely to battle is unlikely to conclude anytime soon. However, theconclude anytime soon. However, the
million-dollar question is: How could million-dollar question is: How could the President maintainthe President maintain
his position as the distinct leader of his position as the distinct leader of his party while being in ahis party while being in a
coalition with the SLFP’s arch rival, the UNP?coalition with the SLFP’s arch rival, the UNP?

VVoters in almost oters in almost all Sinhalese-majority electorates sinceall Sinhalese-majority electorates since
the late 1950s have been divided between the UNP and thethe late 1950s have been divided between the UNP and the
SLFP as electoral SLFP as electoral results show (Peiris 2014). Furthermore,results show (Peiris 2014). Furthermore,
despite their ever narrowing differences in terms of policydespite their ever narrowing differences in terms of policy
and ideological positions, both parties continue to and ideological positions, both parties continue to stimulatestimulate
heated competition duriheated competition during election time ng election time (Ibid). (Ibid). Both partiesBoth parties
look to strengthen their electoral bases in villages by juxta-look to strengthen their electoral bases in villages by juxta-
posing one’posing one’s policy and s policy and ideological position and even ideological position and even theirtheir
patronage programme with the other party. o put it simply,patronage programme with the other party. o put it simply,
to mobilize its own voter bases in the village, the SLFP has toto mobilize its own voter bases in the village, the SLFP has to
be seen as a formidable challenge to the UNP and vice be seen as a formidable challenge to the UNP and vice versa.versa.
Tis was clearly evident Tis was clearly evident during the August 2015 electionduring the August 2015 election
 where the SLFP candidates who exten where the SLFP candidates who extended allegiance toded allegiance to
President SirisenPresident Sirisena did not perform as well as a did not perform as well as those who stoodthose who stood
by the former President Mahinda Rajapaksa who was seen asby the former President Mahinda Rajapaksa who was seen as
the clear the clear rival of the rival of the UNPUNP. Terefore, in . Terefore, in order to order to consolidateconsolidate
his leadership within the SLFP, the President and his allies inhis leadership within the SLFP, the President and his allies in
the current coalition will have to be seen, at least in the current coalition will have to be seen, at least in public, aspublic, as
authentic rivals of the UNP and its leadership.authentic rivals of the UNP and its leadership.

In the absence of this divergence, scholars and politicalIn the absence of this divergence, scholars and political
commentators have already pointed to the simmering crackscommentators have already pointed to the simmering cracks
between the two main partners between the two main partners of the National Coalitionof the National Coalition
Government (Uyangoda 2016; Ivan 2016). Usually, once theGovernment (Uyangoda 2016; Ivan 2016). Usually, once the
incumbent government reaches the second half of its term,incumbent government reaches the second half of its term,
its priorities and focus start shifting away from fulfillingits priorities and focus start shifting away from fulfilling
electoral promises towards winning the next election. Tere-electoral promises towards winning the next election. Tere-
fore, as time passes, the current strength and enthusiasm offore, as time passes, the current strength and enthusiasm of

thethe Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime to pursue a radical and potentially regime to pursue a radical and potentially
unpopular state restructuring project would continue tounpopular state restructuring project would continue to
 wane.  wane. In fact, like what has taken place at previIn fact, like what has taken place at previous elections,ous elections,
these radical state reform projects could possibly become thethese radical state reform projects could possibly become the
terrain of electoral battle for these two main political parties.terrain of electoral battle for these two main political parties.
Emphasizing his frustration with what is taking Emphasizing his frustration with what is taking place,place,
Uyangoda states that “the broad political consensus requiredUyangoda states that “the broad political consensus required
for the success of that radical reform project seems to for the success of that radical reform project seems to bebe
quite elusive” (2016). In this case, the partners in the rulingquite elusive” (2016). In this case, the partners in the ruling
coalition would continue to distance themselves from theircoalition would continue to distance themselves from their
radical promises, or at least they would begin to water downradical promises, or at least they would begin to water down
the content of those reform proposals in order to appear lessthe content of those reform proposals in order to appear less
controversial to the majority Sinhalese population.controversial to the majority Sinhalese population.

Ideology vs PragmatismIdeology vs Pragmatism

Te Rajapaksa regime consolidated its power under a clearTe Rajapaksa regime consolidated its power under a clear
ideological programme – ideological programme – Sinhala-BuSinhala-Buddhist nationalism.ddhist nationalism.
Despite its egalitarian rhetoric and flirtation with a few oldDespite its egalitarian rhetoric and flirtation with a few old
Left comrades, the Rajapaksa regime unequivocally support-Left comrades, the Rajapaksa regime unequivocally support-
ed a market economic policy. However, Rajapaksa’s policyed a market economic policy. However, Rajapaksa’s policy
manifesto,manifesto, Mahainda Chinthan Mahainda Chinthanaya aya , that was founded on, that was founded on
the pillars of Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism and widespreadthe pillars of Sinhala-Buddhist nationalism and widespread
distribution of clientelism, has become perhaps the mostdistribution of clientelism, has become perhaps the most
palatable populist political project of the Sinhalese sincepalatable populist political project of the Sinhalese since
independence. In contrast, theindependence. In contrast, the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime does not regime does not
appear to have a clear or coherent ideological appear to have a clear or coherent ideological project exceptproject except
for its overt devotion to neo-liberal economic principles. Tisfor its overt devotion to neo-liberal economic principles. Tis
regime neither supports nor dregime neither supports nor denounces Sinhala-Buddhistenounces Sinhala-Buddhist
nationalism. As Victor Ivan argues, thenationalism. As Victor Ivan argues, the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime regime
criticizes the clientalism, nepotism and corruption of thecriticizes the clientalism, nepotism and corruption of the
Rajapaksa regime, yet makes no deliberate effort to curb suchRajapaksa regime, yet makes no deliberate effort to curb such
practices in its own practices in its own government (2016). Although Rajapaksagovernment (2016). Although Rajapaksa
spoke in many tongues he walked one simple path: corrspoke in many tongues he walked one simple path: corrup-up-
tion lubricated with tion lubricated with Sinhala-BuddhSinhala-Buddhist nationalism. On ist nationalism. On thethe
contrarycontrary, having spoken in , having spoken in almost the same language in almost the same language in thethe
 wake of assuming power wake of assuming power, Sirisena and W, Sirisena and Wickremesighe appearickremesighe appear
to be on multiple tracks. Except for economic to be on multiple tracks. Except for economic liberalism, it isliberalism, it is
fair to say that the UNP has never had a serious ideologicalfair to say that the UNP has never had a serious ideological
project (Peiris 2014). Te project (Peiris 2014). Te Sirisena-Sirisena-Wickramasinghe coalitionWickramasinghe coalition
contested the January 2015 Presidential election on the plat-contested the January 2015 Presidential election on the plat-
form of denouncing Rajapaksa and form of denouncing Rajapaksa and his authoritarian project.his authoritarian project.
InterestinglyInterestingly, the , the threat of a threat of a ‘second coming of ‘second coming of RajapaksaRajapaksa’ is’ is
 what still continues to bind all partners in the what still continues to bind all partners in the Yahapalana Yahapalana 
coalition together more than one and half years after comingcoalition together more than one and half years after coming
to power.to power.

Despite the promise of radical reforms, there is no widerDespite the promise of radical reforms, there is no wider
discussion among partners and MPs of the regime on thediscussion among partners and MPs of the regime on the
contours of these reforms. contours of these reforms. It seems as though the It seems as though the Prime Min-Prime Min-
ister prefers to engage with only his close associates ister prefers to engage with only his close associates in thein the
process of designing institutions and implementing seriousprocess of designing institutions and implementing serious
reforms. As was the case during 2002 to 2004, the majorityreforms. As was the case during 2002 to 2004, the majority
of MPs in the ruling coalition seems to have been excludedof MPs in the ruling coalition seems to have been excluded
from this ongoing reforms debate. On the other hand, thefrom this ongoing reforms debate. On the other hand, the
Prime Minister could also argue that it would make no sensePrime Minister could also argue that it would make no sense
to engage them since, to engage them since, except for a verexcept for a very fewy few, the majority, the majority
of MPs in theof MPs in the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime have no history of being regime have no history of being
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champions of peace and reconciliation. In fact, many havechampions of peace and reconciliation. In fact, many have
actively or passively supported actively or passively supported Sinhala nationalist policiesSinhala nationalist policies
in the past. Terefore, like Rajapaksa, this government tooin the past. Terefore, like Rajapaksa, this government too
seems to prefer limiting seems to prefer limiting the involvement of MPs in policythe involvement of MPs in policy
making to only voting making to only voting in Parliament when reform policiesin Parliament when reform policies
are presented. Howeverare presented. However, even if they , even if they manage to bring in newmanage to bring in new
institutions and rules, reforms that have been designed with-institutions and rules, reforms that have been designed with-
out due deliberation and participation of legislators wouldout due deliberation and participation of legislators would
not reform the political not reform the political practice in the countrypractice in the country. . Like whatLike what
took place with the much maligned 18took place with the much maligned 18thth Amendment, even Amendment, even
those who currently support radical state reforms would havethose who currently support radical state reforms would have
no qualms about rising against the same proposals in theno qualms about rising against the same proposals in the
likely event that thelikely event that the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime fails to satisfy their regime fails to satisfy their
interests.interests.

Te Lack of Te Lack of Grassroots Support Grassroots Support 

In addition to the fragility of theIn addition to the fragility of the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime and regime and
the absence of a clear ideological stance in the coalition, thethe absence of a clear ideological stance in the coalition, the
lack of grassroots support for liberal democratic lack of grassroots support for liberal democratic values alsovalues also
poses a grave challenge to any serious democratic reform inposes a grave challenge to any serious democratic reform in
the country. Concepts such as human rights, a the country. Concepts such as human rights, a negotiatednegotiated
settlement to the ethnic conflict, power sharing, federalism,settlement to the ethnic conflict, power sharing, federalism,
and reconciliation have mainly been in the lexicon of a fewand reconciliation have mainly been in the lexicon of a few
 who belong to the W who belong to the Westernized intelligentsia in Colombo.esternized intelligentsia in Colombo.
Unlike Sinhala and Unlike Sinhala and amil nationalisms, the amil nationalisms, the liberal democrat-liberal democrat-
ic project has never been particularly successful in connectingic project has never been particularly successful in connecting
 with the masses (Uyangoda 20 with the masses (Uyangoda 2013). Terefore, despite the13). Terefore, despite the
decades-long activism and advocacy carried out by variousdecades-long activism and advocacy carried out by various
non-governmental organizations, people still demonstratenon-governmental organizations, people still demonstrate
a considerable degree of ignorance and disinterest regard-a considerable degree of ignorance and disinterest regard-
ing the concepts that are at the heart of ing the concepts that are at the heart of liberal-democraticliberal-democratic
political life. Although all successive regimes since 1994political life. Although all successive regimes since 1994
emphasized the importance of resolving the ethnic conflict,emphasized the importance of resolving the ethnic conflict,
time and again it has been confirmed that the majority of Sritime and again it has been confirmed that the majority of Sri
Lankans, especially the Sinhalese, demonstrate a limited de-Lankans, especially the Sinhalese, demonstrate a limited de-
gree of empathy towards such efforgree of empathy towards such efforts. For example, the Statets. For example, the State
of Democracy in South Asia (SDSA) survey conducted byof Democracy in South Asia (SDSA) survey conducted by
the Social Scientist Association (SSA) in the Social Scientist Association (SSA) in 2012, revealed that2012, revealed that
72% of Sri Lankans are unaware about the Lesson 72% of Sri Lankans are unaware about the Lesson LearntLearnt
and Reconciliation Commission (LLRC), the main govern-and Reconciliation Commission (LLRC), the main govern-
ment initiative towards achieving reconciliation since the endment initiative towards achieving reconciliation since the end
of the war (Peiris and Schubert 2016). Te of the war (Peiris and Schubert 2016). Te most disappoint-most disappoint-
ing fact was that only about 2% of those polled stated ing fact was that only about 2% of those polled stated thatthat
they are well aware of the content of the LLRC report. Tisthey are well aware of the content of the LLRC report. Tis
is disappointing because the LLRC report has become theis disappointing because the LLRC report has become the
main guiding document for reconciliation in main guiding document for reconciliation in Sri Lanka andSri Lanka and
the basis for much of the international and local activism forthe basis for much of the international and local activism for
post-war reconciliation in Sri Lanka. Although such post-war reconciliation in Sri Lanka. Although such igno-igno-
rance and disinterest of the public on key political issues likerance and disinterest of the public on key political issues like
reconciliation is utterly frustrating, it is not at all surprising.reconciliation is utterly frustrating, it is not at all surprising.
 As Uyangoda has pointed out: As Uyangoda has pointed out:

 As a concept, reconciliation has not been intellectu- As a concept, reconciliation has not been intellectu-
ally indigenized in Sri Lanka. Nor does it seem to beally indigenized in Sri Lanka. Nor does it seem to be
adequately understood by the majority of the populaceadequately understood by the majority of the populace
that includes ordinary citizens who are voters, profes-that includes ordinary citizens who are voters, profes-
sional politicians, government officials and those whosional politicians, government officials and those who

shape the public opinion. Te idea of reconciliation stillshape the public opinion. Te idea of reconciliation still
remains strange and alien to the masses and professionalremains strange and alien to the masses and professional
politicians alike. (Uyangoda 2016)politicians alike. (Uyangoda 2016)

 Although Sri Lanka wa Although Sri Lanka was ruled using a liberal democrat-s ruled using a liberal democrat-
ic governance model since independence, paradoxicallyic governance model since independence, paradoxically
such liberal democratic ideas have found no place amongsuch liberal democratic ideas have found no place among
majority of the population. Terefore, most of the liberalmajority of the population. Terefore, most of the liberal
democratic and pluralist reforms initiated since indepen-democratic and pluralist reforms initiated since indepen-
dence were mainly introduced with substantial involve-dence were mainly introduced with substantial involve-
ment of external actors. ment of external actors. HoweverHowever, in most instances , in most instances theythey
 were chiefly focused on the setting up of instit were chiefly focused on the setting up of institutions andutions and
procedures, and hardly concerned with how those procedures, and hardly concerned with how those institu-institu-
tions may work within the existing dynamics of Sri Lanka’stions may work within the existing dynamics of Sri Lanka’s
state-society relationship. Hence, such liberal democraticstate-society relationship. Hence, such liberal democratic
and pluralist ideas have hardly captured the and pluralist ideas have hardly captured the imaginationimagination
of the citizens of of the citizens of this countrythis country. In this c. In this context, initiativesontext, initiatives
towards a more democratic and pluralist society were nottowards a more democratic and pluralist society were not
only ignored by the people, but were sometimes evenonly ignored by the people, but were sometimes even
received with serious received with serious condemnation. condemnation. o cite o cite an example,an example,
the Political Wthe Political Weather Analysis poll eather Analysis poll that the SSA that the SSA conduct-conduct-
ed in June 2015 indicated that about 80% of ed in June 2015 indicated that about 80% of SinhaleseSinhalese
claimed that they were not aware of the 19claimed that they were not aware of the 19thth Amendment Amendment
that thethat the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime introduced within four months regime introduced within four months
of coming into power (Social of coming into power (Social Scientist Association, 2015).Scientist Association, 2015).
Tis ignorance is noteworthy as the 19Tis ignorance is noteworthy as the 19 thth Amendment is Amendment is
arguably the most valuable democratic initiative of arguably the most valuable democratic initiative of thethe
incumbent regime thus far. As the above survey indicates,incumbent regime thus far. As the above survey indicates,
politicians and civil society groups have clearly failed topoliticians and civil society groups have clearly failed to
communicate their biggest democratic achievement tocommunicate their biggest democratic achievement to
even their own constituencies let alone the masses. Tiseven their own constituencies let alone the masses. Tis
highlights the dilemma of the liberal democratic project inhighlights the dilemma of the liberal democratic project in
Sri Lanka.Sri Lanka.

Debates on issues such as power sharing, human rights,Debates on issues such as power sharing, human rights,
ethnic and religious tolerance, a negotiated peace, and Goodethnic and religious tolerance, a negotiated peace, and Good
Governance have been prominent for at least the Governance have been prominent for at least the past fewpast few
decades. However, unlike the decades. However, unlike the projects of projects of Sinhala and Sinhala and amilamil
nationalism, these debates are rarely championed by nationalism, these debates are rarely championed by locallocal
activists. Terefore, those debates have always been limitedactivists. Terefore, those debates have always been limited
to an exclusive and limited to an exclusive and limited group based in Colombo. group based in Colombo. ForFor
decades, many decades, many Non-GoNon-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)vernmental Organizations (NGOs)
have been engaged in advocating these liberal democratic andhave been engaged in advocating these liberal democratic and
pluralist ideas, directly and indirectly among pluralist ideas, directly and indirectly among various commu-various commu-
nities across the country. Howevernities across the country. However, it is , it is not unfair to say thatnot unfair to say that
the projects of these organizations are often determined bythe projects of these organizations are often determined by
the funding regime, instead the funding regime, instead of their of their own ideologyown ideology. Further-. Further-
more, unlike the civil more, unlike the civil society organizations that represent thesociety organizations that represent the
Sinhala-BuddhiSinhala-Buddhist nationalist project, these st nationalist project, these NGOs have veryNGOs have very
little access to intellectuals and leaders in rural Sri Lankanlittle access to intellectuals and leaders in rural Sri Lankan
Society – i.e. Buddhist monks, Society – i.e. Buddhist monks, Sunday school teachers,Sunday school teachers,
school teachers, village elders, etc. school teachers, village elders, etc. Although some NGOsAlthough some NGOs
have wider networks, they have been founded solely tohave wider networks, they have been founded solely to
execute donor funded projects instead of representing specificexecute donor funded projects instead of representing specific
principles or an ideology. Even the ones that are founded principles or an ideology. Even the ones that are founded onon
ideas do not have ideologies that penetrate beyond a cerideas do not have ideologies that penetrate beyond a cer taintain
number of staff in perhaps the top rung of those number of staff in perhaps the top rung of those institutes.institutes.
Terefore, this lack of a vibrant bloc of social forces Terefore, this lack of a vibrant bloc of social forces under-under-
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mines the process of building a wider consensus among Srimines the process of building a wider consensus among Sri
Lankans on how to organize the state and society to reflectLankans on how to organize the state and society to reflect
liberal, democratic principles. It is also one possible explana-liberal, democratic principles. It is also one possible explana-
tion for why the liberal pluralist project has failed to indig-tion for why the liberal pluralist project has failed to indig-
enize its values and concepts among a wider section of enize its values and concepts among a wider section of thethe
Sri Lankan population. Terefore, another pressing dilemmaSri Lankan population. Terefore, another pressing dilemma
of the liberal pluralist project is that even if the regime doesof the liberal pluralist project is that even if the regime does
find politicians to champion radical democratic and pluralistfind politicians to champion radical democratic and pluralist
reforms in the country, how could such reforms be reforms in the country, how could such reforms be realized inrealized in
the absence of grassroots support?the absence of grassroots support?

Te current political dispensation is such that no politicianTe current political dispensation is such that no politician
openly endorses a policy or a openly endorses a policy or a programme which clearly lacksprogramme which clearly lacks
grassroots support. No Sinhalese national leader, except forgrassroots support. No Sinhalese national leader, except for
Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga and Ranil Wick-Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga and Ranil Wick-
remesinghe, has openly supported principles such as powerremesinghe, has openly supported principles such as power
sharing and minority rights that were widely sharing and minority rights that were widely perceived asperceived as
being detrimental to the being detrimental to the dominance of the majority Sinha-dominance of the majority Sinha-
lese. Both the leaders have also paid lese. Both the leaders have also paid a heavy political price fora heavy political price for
their bold decisions. Terefore, it seems quite unlikely thattheir bold decisions. Terefore, it seems quite unlikely that
the MPs of thethe MPs of the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime would support policies regime would support policies
or reforms that are unpopular among the Sinhalese espe-or reforms that are unpopular among the Sinhalese espe-
cially when nearing a parliamentary election. cially when nearing a parliamentary election. For the JointFor the Joint
Opposition, therefore, the proposed Referendum on the Opposition, therefore, the proposed Referendum on the newnew
Constitution is the Achilles heel of theConstitution is the Achilles heel of the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime. regime.
Te point here is that theTe point here is that the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime does not have regime does not have
the political capital or grassroots support the political capital or grassroots support to pursue changesto pursue changes
to the structure of the state which would be perceived asto the structure of the state which would be perceived as
a serious compromise a serious compromise of the interests of Sinhala-Buddhistof the interests of Sinhala-Buddhist
nationalists.nationalists.

ConclusionConclusion

Te 2015 regime change has certainly afforded a rareTe 2015 regime change has certainly afforded a rare
opportunity to reverse the opportunity to reverse the stride of the Sinhala-Buddhist na-stride of the Sinhala-Buddhist na-
tionalist project and begin a tionalist project and begin a fresh journey toward a peacefulfresh journey toward a peaceful
democratic state. It is also true that thedemocratic state. It is also true that the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime regime
has taken many small but has taken many small but commendable steps towards rec-commendable steps towards rec-
onciliation and democratization. onciliation and democratization. HoweverHowever, this , this essay arguesessay argues
that the current optimism about an that the current optimism about an imminent and effectiveimminent and effective
reconciliation process through constitutional reforms andreconciliation process through constitutional reforms and
ransitional Justice is ransitional Justice is something akin something akin to ‘false consciousness.’to ‘false consciousness.’

Tis essay provided three main Tis essay provided three main arguments in supportingarguments in supporting
its rather pessimistic claim: reconciliation appears to be theits rather pessimistic claim: reconciliation appears to be the
means rather than the end that themeans rather than the end that the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime is cur- regime is cur-
rently pursuing. Firstlyrently pursuing. Firstly, despite , despite its current two-third majorityits current two-third majority
in Parliament, the regime does not command the necessaryin Parliament, the regime does not command the necessary
political capital to introduce radical structural changes topolitical capital to introduce radical structural changes to
the state. Te apparent rift between the SLFP and the UNPthe state. Te apparent rift between the SLFP and the UNP
 within the Nat within the National Government of Consensuional Government of Consensus continues tos continues to
growgrow, and both , and both parties will soon start parties will soon start to focus on to focus on winningwinning
the next election instead of fulfilling their 2015 electionthe next election instead of fulfilling their 2015 election
promises. Secondlypromises. Secondly, this essay , this essay argues that there is no argues that there is no visiblevisible
ideological project except self-interest based pragmatism thatideological project except self-interest based pragmatism that
binds the coalition partners binds the coalition partners together. Terefore, althoughtogether. Terefore, although
the current two-thirds majority theoretically has the capacitythe current two-thirds majority theoretically has the capacity
to pass progressive policies and reforms, the support to pass progressive policies and reforms, the support for thisfor this

kind of radical change hinges on the agreement that thiskind of radical change hinges on the agreement that this
 would serve the interests of the MP would serve the interests of the MPs or at least, that it woulds or at least, that it would
not endanger such not endanger such interests. Tirdlyinterests. Tirdly, the , the grassroots’ supportgrassroots’ support
for liberal democratic principles is extremely weak and unlikefor liberal democratic principles is extremely weak and unlike
Sinhala-BuddhiSinhala-Buddhist nationalists, liberal democrats st nationalists, liberal democrats have nohave no
proper channels to reach out to the rural masses. proper channels to reach out to the rural masses. Terefore,Terefore,
any radical state reform attempt that may challenge the statusany radical state reform attempt that may challenge the status
quo of the majority community will undoubtedly face stiffquo of the majority community will undoubtedly face stiff
resistance from the resistance from the Sinhalese communitySinhalese community..

Te proposition articulated in this essay may not be new toTe proposition articulated in this essay may not be new to
the leadership of thethe leadership of the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime; but it may certainly regime; but it may certainly
be quite pertinent to the many lobbyists and supporters ofbe quite pertinent to the many lobbyists and supporters of
the Sri Lankan peace process and reconciliation. As arguedthe Sri Lankan peace process and reconciliation. As argued
in this essay, although thein this essay, although the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime has managed regime has managed
to make good on a few to make good on a few limited achievements, the peculiarlimited achievements, the peculiar
power constellation in the country is unlikely to produce anypower constellation in the country is unlikely to produce any
radical reforms that would potentially hurt radical reforms that would potentially hurt Sinhala-BuddhistSinhala-Buddhist
nationalist sentiments. Te government and its politiciansnationalist sentiments. Te government and its politicians
are well aware that the failure of are well aware that the failure of their reconciliation processtheir reconciliation process
 would not entail any political cost for them. But cont would not entail any political cost for them. But continuinginuing
to work to work on the on the constitutional reform and constitutional reform and ransitional Justiceransitional Justice
process would allow them to reap the benefits of a friendlyprocess would allow them to reap the benefits of a friendly
international community that is essential in this international community that is essential in this hourhour. It is. It is
disturbing to see that the desire of both the internationaldisturbing to see that the desire of both the international
community and local peace lobbyists to support the govern-community and local peace lobbyists to support the govern-
ment’ment’s reconciliation project has cs reconciliation project has come at the coome at the cost of theirst of their
capacity to maintain pressure on thecapacity to maintain pressure on the Yahapalana Yahapalana  regime to regime to
bring about radical, democratic reform. Terefore, if thebring about radical, democratic reform. Terefore, if the
current ruling coalition collapses, the first and biggest victimcurrent ruling coalition collapses, the first and biggest victim
 would be the country’ would be the country’s much vaunted reconciliation projs much vaunted reconciliation project.ect.
In such an eventualityIn such an eventuality, it seems , it seems clear to this clear to this author that theauthor that the
reconciliation process would likely suffer a more fatal blowreconciliation process would likely suffer a more fatal blow
than what took place than what took place under the Sinhala Nationalist Rajapak-under the Sinhala Nationalist Rajapak-
sa regime.sa regime.

NotesNotes

1 1 Te ForeiTe Foreign Minister elaborated the true objectivgn Minister elaborated the true objectives of these economices of these economic
reforms as follows:reforms as follows:

Te Government’Te Government’s intention is to mas intention is to make Sri Lanka a ke Sri Lanka a highly competitivehighly competitive
economy on par with Southeast Asia. Te newly created Ministry ofeconomy on par with Southeast Asia. Te newly created Ministry of
Development Strategy and Development Strategy and International International rade will rade will coordinate invest-coordinate invest-
ments and economic ments and economic relations. Te barriers to relations. Te barriers to Direct ForeiDirect Foreign Investmentsgn Investments
including bottlenecks and delays to including bottlenecks and delays to doing business will be doing business will be removed. Tereremoved. Tere
 will be reforms in the F will be reforms in the Financial and Monetary sectors and more stinancial and Monetary sectors and more stringentringent
control of the Budgets. (Samaraweera 2015)control of the Budgets. (Samaraweera 2015)
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